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In several recent papers [ 1,2,4], we discuss certain non-linear differen- 
tial inequalities of the form x’(t) > o(x(t)), or x”(t) 2 w(x(t)), valid on the 
entire real axis. Since only bounded solutions are considered, and estimates 
obtained under this assumption, we think the term qualitative inequality is 
appropriate. 
The applications obtained for these kinds of inequalities have been con- 
cerned so far with almost periodicity of bounded (in various norms) 
solutions to some classes of ordinary [3], partial [ 1,4, 51, or even abtract 
differential equations [7]. It seems very likely that further applications of 
these qualitative inequalities will be added, in regard to various classes of 
functional equations. 
Besides autonomous inequalities of the form indicated above, we deal in 
[3] with certain nonautonomous differential inequalities which occur in 
connection with the almost periodicity properties of the solutions, when the 
right-hand side of the equation is almost periodic in a Stepanov sense. For 
instance, in [3], differential inequalities of the form 
x’(t) a Wt) -f(t) Ax(t)), t E R, 
or 
are discussed, and applications given to ordinary differential equations with 
almost periodic solutions. 
The inequalities we discuss in this paper generalize some of the 
inequalities briefly considered in [3,4, 5). These inequalities have the form 
x’(t) 2 4x(t)) -f(t) AX(~)), tER, (1) 
or 
x”(t) 2 4x(t)) -f(t) Ax(f))? tER, (2) 
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where 1,~: R, + R, are some continuous maps that satisfy conditions to 
be specified in the sequel, while f: R --f R + is locally integrable, and such 
that 
f 
1+1 
sup f(s)ds= IflM< 007 tER. I 
The function space M, to which f belongs according to (3), has been 
thoroughly discussed in [lo]. In particular, norms equivalent to the norm 
).I,,,, given by (3) can be defined by 
sup J ’ exp( -a(t-s)}f(s) ds, tER, -‘x 
or 
sup .r m exp{a(t-s))f(s) 4 
tER, 
I 
(4) 
(5) 
where c1> 0 is an arbitrary number. 
Before we deal with the general inequalities (1) or (2), it is useful to con- 
sider the linear case, corresponding to A(r) = Ar, A > 0, and P(I) - 1. The 
more general assumptions, to be stated below, will allow the choice shown 
above, and the proof of the basic result will rely on the above special case. 
LEMMA. Consider the inequalities 
x’(t) 2 Ax(t) -f(t), tER, (6) 
and 
x”(t) 2 lx(t) -f(t), tER, (7) 
with A> 0, and f: R + R + satisfying (3). 
Let x: R -+ R be locally absolutely continuous, such that (6) holds true a.e. 
on R, and x E M. Then 
x(t)~Klfl,, VtER, (8) 
for some K = K(A) > 0. 
Let x: R + R be such that x’ is locally absolutely continuous, and (7) is 
verified a.e. on R. If x E h4, then 
X(t)GKl If Ia VE:R, (9) 
for some K, = K,(A) > 0. 
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Prooj: Multiplying both sides of (6) by exp( -At}, and integrating 
from t to T, T> t, one easily obtains 
x(t)<x(T)expjl(t-T)}+I’f(J)exP{A(t-s)}ds. (10) 
I 
But x E A4 implies according to (5) the integrability of x(t) exp{ -At> on 
any half-axis t b to. Hence there exists a sequence of values { T,, }, T,, -+ co, 
such that letting T = T, in (lo), and making n + co, one obtains 
x(r)~fmf(s)exp{l(r-s)l ds, Vt E R. (11) 
I 
On behalf of the equivalence of the norms (3) and (5), (11) implies (8). 
In case of second order inequality (7) let us notice first that it can be 
rewritten as 
(x’ + fix)! 2 JI(x! + fix, -f(t). 
But (12) implies first an inequality like (lo), namely 
x’(t)+&x(f)f[x’(T)+~x(T)]exp{,/$r-T)} 
(12) 
+ (13) 
where t < T. If we fix t, and let T tend to co on a sequence {T,, }, such that 
[x’(T,) + fix( T,)] exp{ -&Tn} + 0 as n + co, then (13) leads to 
which, according to the equivalence of the norms (3) and (5) in M, means 
x’(t) + &x(t) G K(J% If I M, VtE:R. (14) 
Now (14) has the form (6) if we change t into -t, and since XE M, we 
obtain the inequality (9). 
In order to complete the proof of the Lemma, it suffices to show the 
existence of a sequence (T,}, T, + cc as n + co, such that 
[x’(T,J+&x(T,)1 exp{ -$Tn) +O as n-,co. 
Indeed, otherwise we should have either 
liminf [x’(r)+$x(t)]exp{-&t}=2e0>0, 
r-co 
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or 
lim sup [x’(t) + $x(I)] exp{ --fit} = -2Eo < 0. 
t-00 
It is enough to deal with the lim inf case. One has then 
x’(t) +&x(t) 2 co exp{&t}, t2 To 
But the above inequality implies 
x(t) 2 c0(2,,hp1 exp{,/k} -K, t2 To, 
for some K > 0, which contradicts x E M. 
Remark 1. A special case of the first-order inequality (6) has been dealt 
with in [ 111. Boundedness of x has been assumed, instead of x E M. 
We shall consider now the general qualitative inequalities (1) and (2), in 
view of obtaining upper estimates for their bounded (on R) solutions. The 
more general hypothesis x E M does not seem to be acceptable in the non- 
linear situation. 
Let us formulate first the basic hypothesis regarding the functions n(r) 
and p(r) occuring in the inequalities (1) and (2). 
H,. ThemapkR,+R, is continuous, strictly increasing, n(O) = 0, 
l(r) + co as r -+ co, and such that 
I [A(r)]-’ dr= +co o+ 
H,. The function 
, r. > 0, 
is nondecreasing on R + . 
H,. The map ~1 R, + R, is continuous and nondecreasing, with 
p(r)>0 for r>O. 
I-L,. The map v: R + + R + , defined by 
v(r) = 4r)/Ar), r > 0, v(0) = 0, (17) 
is strictly increasing, and v(r) + co as r + co. 
We can now state the main result of this paper. 
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THEOREM. Let x: R --, R, be a bounded (on R), locally absolutely con- 
tinuous solution of the inequality (1). Assume the hypotheses Hi-H, are 
satisfied, and let f : R + R, satisfy (3). Then there exists a positive constant 
K, such that 
supx(tKv-'Wlfl,), tER, (18) 
where v is defined by (17). 
Zf x: R + R + is a bounded solution of (2), under the same hypotheses as 
above, and if x’ is locally absolutely continuous and the function in (16) is 
differentiable on R + , then there exists a constant K1 > 0 such that 
swx(tKv-'K Iflwh t E R. (19) 
Proof The proof will be based on a “linearizing” procedure we have 
already used in [6] in relation to the construction of Liapunov functions 
verifying certain conditions required in stability theory (stability under 
constantly acting perturbations). 
Let x(t) be the solution of (1 ), bounded on R. We shall make a change 
of variable taking as the new unknown function y = p(x). We want to 
determine p: R, -+ R,, such that it is continuously differentiable and 
strictly increasing. Moreover, y will satisfy a “linearized” inequality, 
equivalent to (1). Indeed, let us multiply both sides of (1) by 
p’(x(t))-which is non-negative for increasing p(x). One obtains the 
following inequality: 
P’(x(t)) x’(t) 3 p’(x(t)) W(t)) -f(t) P’(x(t)) /4x(t)). (20) 
Let us choose now p such that the following differential equation is 
satisfied: 
p’(r) W-1 = p(r), r > 0, (21) 
which means actually 
p(r)=exp 
with r,,> 0 arbitrarily chosen. It is obvious that (15) allows to define 
p(O) = 0. The derivative p’(r) does exist for any r > 0, and is obviously con- 
tinuous and positive there. According to the hypothesis Hz, it is a non- 
decreasing function. Moreover, we can easily prove that p’(r) is bounded in 
any right neighborhood of r = 0, while the right upper Dini derivative is 
finite at the origin. Indeed, for a continuously differentiable n(r), with 
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n’(O) = 0, one has 0 6 L’(r) < 1, for 0 < r < r,,, r. > 0. We choose this r. in 
the formula (22), which together with (21) lead to 
p’(r)= [l(r)]-‘p(r)< [A(r)lplexp jr n’(u)[n(u)]-‘dz4 
'0 
= C4r,)l-‘, (23) 
for 0 < r 6 yo. From (23) one derives the boundedness of p’(r) at the right 
of the origin. Similarly, one obtains n(r) d r on [0, ro], which gives 
dr)lr Gdr)C~(r)l -I G Cn(ro)l -I. (24) 
From (24) one obtains the assertion regarding the right upper Dini number 
of p(r) at the origin. 
The inequality (20) can be rewritten now in the form 
y’(t) 2.Y(t) -f(t) P’(X(f)) /4x(t)), tER, 
which leads to 
(25) 
Y’(f) 2Y(f) -f(t) p’(m) P(m), teR, (26) 
where we denoted 
m = sup x(t), t E R. (27) 
The inequality (26) has been discussed in the lemma, and as found out 
there it implies 
sup y(t) = p(m) 6 &f(m) P(m) If I My t E R. (28) 
If one takes (21) into account, then (28) becomes 
4m)G@(m) IflMM (29) 
Of course, (29) means v(m) < K 1 flM, from which the inequality (18) in 
the statement of the theorem follows immediately. 
In regard to the inequality (2), one proceeds exactly in the same way as 
in case of (1). After multiplication by p’(x(t)), one obtains by means of 
simple transformations the inequality 
$ b’(x(t)) x’(t)1 - P”(x(t))Cx(t)12 2 
P’(x(t)) W(t)) -f(t) P’(x(t)) Ax(t)), tER. (30) 
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Since the function p’(r) has been assumed nondecreasing, the second 
derivative of p (whose existence is guaranteed by our hypotheses) is non- 
negative. Consequently, the inequality (30) can be strengthened by 
neglecting the nonpositive term: 
$ P(X(f)) B dx(t)) -f(t) P’(x(t)) Ax(t)), tER. (31) 
It is now obvious that inequality (31) implies, on behalf of the notation 
y = p(x), the following linear inequality: 
v”(t) 2.Y(t) -f(t) p’(m) P(m), tER, (32) 
which we discussed in the lemma. As shown here, one has 
suPy(t)=p(m)~K,p’(m)~(m) Iflw, tER, (33) 
from which we easily obtain (see (28) and (29) above) the inequality (19) 
in the statement of the theorem. 
Remark 1. If A(r) satisfies the conditions of H,, excepting (15), then 
instead of l(r) one can use the function 
i 
f;, A(u) exp( -u) du, 
ltr)= [1(&)/l(~)] A(r), 
r E [0,&l, 
r > 6, 
where E > 0 is arbitrarily chosen. One has X(r) < A(r) for r > 0, A’(0) = 0, the 
last condition being stronger than (15). 
Remark 2. The procedure used in the proof of the theorem above can 
be easily adapted to the treatment of some differential inequalities of a 
more general nature. For instance, one can deal with the differential- 
functional inequality 
x’(t) > W(t)) --f(t)b)(t), t E R, (34) 
with p standing for an operator acting on the space of continuous and 
bounded functions on R. If we assume x is a nonnegative solution of (34), 
and p is such that p > 0, and 
SUP(F)(t) G ASUP x(t)), t E R, (35) 
where fi is a function with the properties of p in the theorem, then (34) 
leads to the estimate 
suPx(~)Gv-‘(KlfI,), tER, (36) 
with v(r) = A(r)/ji(r), and some KS 0. 
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Another example is the integrodifferential inequality of the form 
x’(t) 2 W(t)) - jr k(t, s) i4-e)) 4 tER. (37) 
-cc! 
It can be dealt with as indicated above, provided the nonnegative 
measurable kernel k(t, S) verities 
f r k(t,s)dsEM, -5 (38) 
while p is a map of the kind described in the theorem. 
Remark 3. The inequality (1) is equivalent to 
x’(t) + Wt)) G(t) /4x(t)), tER. (39) 
In the case p(r) = 1, and restricting (39) to the positive half-axis R,, one 
has 
x’(t) + W(t)) <f(t), tER,. (40) 
The inequality (40), on R, , has been discussed recently by Haraux [S], 
who applied it to the boundedness problem of solutions to certain abstract 
nonlinear differential inclusions. 
Let us discuss now (40) with i and f as in the theorem (of course, 
f:R+-+R+ isinM(R+, R,)), based on stability theory and the approach 
used above. 
First, if we extend 1 from R, into R, to R into R, by putting 
A(-r)= -A(r), rER+, one sees that y = 0 is asymptotically stable, for the 
equation y’ = --A(y). This implies the stability under constantly acting per- 
turbations from M(R+ , R) [9], which means that all solutions of (40) 
must be bounded on R, . Indeed, they are bounded to the comparison 
equation 
Y’ + KY) =f(t), (41) 
and by the basic result on differential inequalities they must be bounded for 
(40). Let us also notice that the uniqueness holds true for (41), based on 
Bompiani’s uniqueness theorem [ 121. 
We can further proceed as in the proof of the theorem, and obtain the 
following upper estimate for a solution of (40): 
supx(t)GJ-‘(~(x(O))+RIfI,), tER+, (42) 
where K is a positive constant. 
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Indeed, choosing p as shown by (21), the inequality (40) implies 
f Ax(t)) + twt)) a-(t) p’(x(t)), tER,> (43 1 
which leads to 
p(x(t)) d p(x(0)) ep’ + j: ~(‘-~)f(s) @(x(s)) ds. (44) 
But p’(x(s)) < p’(m), with m = sup x(t), t E R, , whence 
p(m) G P(W)) + p’(m) K If I ,+,. (45) 
Since p(m)=p’(m) A(m), and p’(x(0)) <p’(m) (see Hz), (45) implies 
4mKWW+JWlM. 
But (46) is equivalent to (42). 
In a similar way one can handle the second-order inequality 
x”(t) 2 2(x(t)) -f(t), teR,> 
(46) 
(47) 
with I and f as in the theorem. This time the boundedness of x(t) must be 
assumed (since even the linear equation x” = 1x -A A> 0, has unbounded 
solutions R + ). One obtains the estimate 
supx(t)~l-‘(~(x(O))+K, Iflwh tER+, (48) 
where K, > 0 is a constant. As one can see from (48), the estimate does not 
involve x’(O), a feature which is particularly convenient in the applications. 
Let us notice that ordinary differential systems such as x’ =f( t, x), or 
x” =f(t, x), withf(t, x) almost periodic in t, have been dealt with by using 
qualitative inequalities in [3]. Partial differential equations have been con- 
sidered in [4]. 
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